Multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis of continuous neural time series in primate visual cortex.
Local field potential (LFP) recordings have become an important tool to study the activity of populations of neurons. The functional activity of LFPs is usually compared with the activity of neighboring single spike neurons with sampling rates much higher than those of the continuous field potential channel (5 kHz). However, comparison of these signals generated with the lower sampling rate technique is important. In this study, we provide an analysis of extracellular field potential time series using the sophisticated nonlinear multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MF-DFA). Using the MF-DFA, we demonstrate that the integral of the singularity spectrum is a powerful new method to measure the response tuning of spikes in the continuous field potential channel. Results show that the spikes in the continuous channel at frequency ranges above the LFP component signals were consistently tuned similar to those in the spike channel. Our results also show that using a low-pass filter (<250 Hz), which is commonly applied as a preprocessing step to insulate LFPs from spikes, significantly influences the nonlinearity of the multifractal time series. Our approach for inferring the tuning curve of spiking activity from the continuous channel has some advantages compared to conventional methods such as spike trains. The MF-DFA does not require any preprocessing of the raw signal data and makes no assumptions about the time series characteristics. This method is robust and can be applied to short time series of continuous raw signals.